Abstract-The goal of this paper is to survey existing biomedical ontologies and their developments in 2006. This paper discusses features of biomedical ontologies that allow true information integration in biomedical domain. The paper is compilation of several biomedical ontologies like UMLS, Gene Ontology, Protein Ontology, MGED Ontology, and TAMBIS Ontology that have developed, often reflecting mere relations of 'association' between what are called 'concepts', and serving primarily the purposes of information extraction from on-line biomedical literature and databases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bioinformatics tools and systems perform a diverse range of functions including: data collection, data mining, data analysis, data management, and data integration. Computer-aided technology directly supporting medical applications is excluded from this definition and is refereed as medical informatics. This thesis is not an attempt at authoritatively describing the gamut of information contained in this field. Instead, it focuses on area of proteomics data integration, access, and interoperability as these areas form the cornerstone of the field. However, most of the approaches presented are generic integration systems that can be used in many similar contexts.
Since the first efforts of Maxam [1] and Sanger [2] , the DNA sequence databases have been doubling in size every 18 months or so. This trend continues unabated. The problem of management of biological macromolecular sequence data is as old as the data themselves. In 1998, special issue of Nucleic Acids Research lists 64 different databanks covering diverse areas of biological research, and the nucleotide sequence data alone at over 1 billion bases. It is not only the flood and heterogeneity that make the issues of information representation, storage, structure, retrieval and interpretation critical. There also has been a change in user community. In the middle 1980s, fetching a biological entry on a mainframe computer was an adventurous step that only few dared. Now, at the end of the 1990s, thousands of researchers make use of biological databanks on a daily basis to answer queries, e.g. to find sequences similar to a newly sequenced gene, or to retrieve bibliographic references, or to investigate fundamental problems of modern biology [3] . New technologies, of which the World Wide Web (WWW) has been the most revolutionary in terms of impact on science, have made it possible to create a high density of links between databanks. Database systems today are facing the task of serving ever increasing amounts of data of ever growing complexity to a user community that is growing nearly as fast as data, and is getting more and more demanding.
II. NEED FOR ONTOLOGIES
Public databases distribute their contents as flat files, in some cases including indices for rapid data retrieval. In principle, all flat file formats are based on the organizational hierarchy of database, entry, and record. Entries are the fundamental entities of molecular databases, but in contrast to the situation in the living cell that they purport to describe, database entries store objects in the form of atomic, isolated, non-hierarchical structures. Different databases may describe different aspects of the same biological unit, e.g. the nucleic acid and amino acid sequences of a gene, and the relationship between them must be established by links that are not intrinsically part of the data archives themselves.
The development of individual databases has generated a large variety of formats in their implementations. There is consensus that a common language, or at least that mutual intelligibility, would be a good thing, but this goal has proved difficult to achieve. Attempts to unify data formats have included application of Backus-Naur based syntax [4] , the development of an object-oriented database definition language [5] and the use of Abstract Syntax Notation 1 [6, 7] . None of these approaches has achieved the hoped for degree of acceptance. Underlying the questions of mechanisms of intercommunication between databases of different structure and format is the need for common semantic standards and controlled vocabulary in annotations [8, 9] . This problem is especially acute in comparative genomics. From the technological point of view, inter-genome comparisons are inter-database comparisons, which means that the databases to be compared have to speak the same language: keywords, information fields, weight factors, object catalogues, etc.
Perhaps the technical problems of standardization discussed in the preceding paragraphs could be addressed more easily in the context of a more general logical structure. As noted by Hafner [10] , general biological data resources are databases rather than knowledge bases: they describe miscellaneous objects according to the database schema, but no representation of general concepts and their relationships is given. Schulze-Kremer [11] addressed this problem by de-veloping ontologies for knowledge sharing in molecular biology. He proposed to create a repository of terms and concepts relevant to molecular biology, hierarchically organized by means of 'is a subset of ' and 'is member of operators.
III. BIOMEDICAL ONTOLOGIES
Existing traditional approaches do not address the complex issues of biological data discussed in earlier sections. However, recent work on ontologies intends to provide solutions to these issues. The term ontology is originally a philosophical term referred as "the object of existence". Computer Science community borrowed the term ontology to refer to a "specification of conceptualisation" for knowledge sharing in artificial intelligence [12] . Ontologies provide a conceptual framework for a structured representation of the meaning, through a common vocabulary, on a given domain in this case, biological or medical that can be used by either humans or automated software agents on a the domain. This shared vocabulary usually includes concepts, relationships between concepts, definitions for these concepts and relationships and also the possibility of defining ontology rules and axioms; in order to define a mechanism to control the objects that can be introduced in the ontology and to apply logical inference. Ontologies in biomedicine have emerged because of the need for common language for effective communication across diverse sources of biological data and knowledge. Several Biomedical Ontologies like UMLS [13] Gene Ontology [14] , Protein Ontology [15] , MGED Ontology [16] , and TAMBIS Ontology [17] have developed, often reflecting mere relations of 'association' between what are called 'concepts', and serving primarily the purposes of information extraction from online biomedical literature and databases. In recent years, we have learned a great deal about the criteria, which must be satisfied if ontology is to allow true information integration and automatic reasoning across data and information derived from different sources.
Substantial contributions have been carried out in medicine for the development of standards, medical terminologies and coding systems. The most important one, from the ontological perspective, is the MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) ontology, used to index Medline documents. MeSH [18] by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) mainly consists of the controlled vocabulary and a MeSH Tree. The controlled vocabulary contains several different types of terms, such as Descriptor, Qualifiers, Publication Types, Geographics, and Entry terms. MeSH has got more than 18000 categories, with a poly tree based, hierarchical structure where a term can appear in different branches.
In 1986, NLM began a long-term goal to build Unified Medical Language System (UMLS). UMLS [13, 19, 20 ] is a repository of biomedical vocabularies and is NLM's biomedical ontology. The purpose of the UMLS is to improve the ability of computer programs to understand biomedical meaning and to use its understanding to retrieve relevant machine readable information for users [20] . The UMLS integrates over 2 million names for some 900,000 concepts from more than 60 families of biomedical vocabularies, as well as 12 million relations among these concepts. Vocabularies integrated in UMLS include the NCBI taxonomy, Gene Ontology (GO), the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), OMIM and Digital Anatomist Symbolic Knowledge Base. UMLS concepts are not only interrelated, but may also be linked to external resources such as GenBank [21] . UMLS is composed of: the Metathesaurus (META), the SPECIALIST lexicon and associated lexical programs, and the Semantic Network (SN) [22] .
In 1998, efforts to develop the Gene Ontology [14, 23] began, leading ontological development in the genetic area. The Gene Ontology is a collaborative effort to create a controlled vocabulary of gene and protein roles in cells, addressing the need for consistent descriptions of gene products in different databases. The GO collaborators are developing three structured, controlled vocabularies (ontologies) that describe gene products in terms of their associated biological processes, cellular components and molecular functions in a species-independent manner. The GO Consortium was initially a collaboration among Mouse Genome Database [24] , FlyBase [25] , and Saccharomyces Genome database [26] efforts. GO is now a part of UMLS, and the GO Consortium is a member of the Open Biological Ontologies consortium to be discussed later in this section. One of the important uses of GO is the prediction of gene function based on patterns of annotation. For example, if annotations for two attributes tend to occur together in the database, then the gene holding one attribute is likely to hold for other as well [27] . In this way, functional predictions can be made by applying prior knowledge to infer function of novel entity (either a gene or a protein).
GO consists of three distinct ontologies, each of which serves as an organizing principle for describing gene products. The intention is that each gene product should be annotated by classifying it three times, once within each ontology [28] . The three GO ontologies are:
1. Eight years have now passed and GO has grown enormously. GO is now clearly defined and a model for numerous other biological ontology projects that aim similarly to achieve structured, standardized vocabularies for describing biological systems. GO is a structured network consisting of defined terms and the relationships between them that describe attributes of gene products. There are many measures demonstrating its success. Characteristics of GO that we believe are most responsible for its success: community involvement; clear goals; limited scope; simple, intuitive structure; continuous evolution; active curation; and early use. At present there are close to 300 articles in PubMed referencing GO. Among large institutional databanks, Swiss-Prot now uses GO for annotating the peptide sequences it maintains. The number of organism groups participating in the GO consortium has grown every quarteryear from the initial three to roughly two dozen. Every conference has talks and posters either referencing or utilizing GO, and within the genome community it has become the accepted standard for functional annotation. More details about Gene Ontology are at:
We are building Protein Ontology [29] [30] [31] [32] to integrate protein data formats and provide a structured and unified vocabulary to represent protein synthesis concepts. Protein Ontology (PO) provides integration of heterogeneous protein and biological data sources. PO converts the enormous amounts of data collected by geneticists and molecular biologists into information that scientists, physicians and other health care professionals and researchers can use to easily understand the mapping of relationships inside protein molecules, interaction between two protein molecules and interactions between protein and other macromolecules at cellular level.
PO consists of concepts (or classes), which are data descriptors for proteomics data and the relationships among these concepts. PO has (1) a hierarchical classification of concepts represented as classes, from general to specific; (2) a list of attributes related to each concept, for each class; (3) a set of relationships between classes to link concepts in ontology in more complicated ways then implied by the hierarchy, to promote reuse of concepts in the ontology; and (4) a set of algebraic operators for querying protein ontology instances. More details about Protein Ontology are at:
The MGED Ontology (MO) is developed by Microarray Gene Expression Data (MGED) Society. MO provides terms for annotating all aspects of a microarray experiment from the design of the experiment and array layout, through to preparation of the biological sample and protocols used to hybridise the RNA and analyze the data [16] . MO is a species neutral ontology that focuses on commonalities among experiments rather than differences between them. MO is primarily an ontology used to annotate microarray experiments, however it contains concepts that are universal to other types of functional genomics experiments. The major component of the ontology involves biological descriptors relating to samples or their processing; it is not an ontology of molecular, cellular, or organism biology, such as the Gene Ontology. MO version 1.2 contains 229 classes, 1 10 properties and 658 instances.
TAMBIS (Transparent Access to Multiple Bioinformatics Information Sources) uses an ontology to enable biologists to ask questions over multiple external databases using a common query interface [33] . The TAMBIS ontology (TaO) [17] describes a wide range of bioinformatics tasks and resources, and has a central role within the TAMBIS system. An interesting difference between the TaO and some of the other ontologies is that the TaO does not contain any instances. The TaO only contains knowledge about bioinformatics and molecular biology concepts and their relationships -the instances they represent still reside in the external databases. The TaO is a dynamic ontology, in that it can grow without the need for either conceptualizing or encoding new knowledge.
IV. NATIONAL CENTER FOR BIOMEDICAL ONTOLOGY
The National Center for Biomedical Ontology is an NIH National Center for Biomedical Computing (NCBC): a consortium comprised of leading biologists, clinicians, informaticians, and ontologists who are working together to develop innovative technology and methods that allow scientists to record, manage, and disseminate biomedical information and knowledge in machine-processable form. The goals of the Center are: (1) to help unify the divergent and isolated efforts in ontology development by promoting open-source, standards-based tools to create, manage, and use ontologies, (2) to create new software tools to help scientists to use ontologies to annotate and analyze biomedical data, and (3) to provide a national resource for the ongoing evaluation, integration, and evolution of biomedical ontologies and associated tools and theories in the context of driving biomedical projects (DBPs). The National Center for Biomedical Ontology seeks to provide tools and methods to enhance the use of ontologies throughout biomedicine, and welcomes all kinds of collaborative projects that will benefit from the Center's resources and that will provide strong "applications pull" to stimulate the Center's ongoing research and development activities.
The Center is developing two major repositories of biomedical content: (1) Research into different biological systems uses different organisms that are chosen because they are amenable to advancing these investigations. For example, the rat is a good model for the study of human heart disease, and the fly is a good model to study cellular differentiation. For each of these model systems, there is a database employing curators who collect and store the body of biological knowledge for that organism. Mining of Scientific Text and Literature is done to generate list of keywords that is used as biomedical ontology terms. However, querying heterogeneous, independent databases in order to draw these inferences is difficult: The different database projects may use different terms to refer to the same concept and the same terms to refer to different concepts. Furthermore, these terms are typically not formally linked with each other in any way. Biomedical Ontologies seek to reveal these underlying biological functionalities by providing a structured controlled vocabulary that can be used to describe gene products, and shared between biological databases. This facilitates querying for gene products that share biologically meaningful attributes, whether from separate databases or within the same database.
Text information related to individual genes or proteins is immersed in the vast ocean of biomedical literature. Manual review of the literature to annotate proteins presents a daunting task. Several recent papers described the development of various methods for the automatic extraction of text information [34, 35] . However, the direct applications of these approaches in GO annotation have been minimal. A simple correlation of text information with specific biological ontology nodes in the training data should predict association for unannotated biomedical data. Correlation methodology should combine homology information, a unique data-clustering procedure, and text information analysis to create the best possible annotations.
